The new **KRAUS & NAIMER 6SS..FI.. FOOD INDUSTRY RANGE CONTINUED**

Do you have 56 series 1 & 2 gang that need replacing with something hardier?

Do you want to be able to replace them without re-drilling?

Go no further than the

**6SSFI T999/AU4735 RMF** for single gang

- 100x100x90mm
- Blind nutserts with mounting layout to match the Clipsal 56/JB1
- 3x20mm threaded entries
- Fits upto 11kW Isolator

**6SSFI T999/AU4736 RMF** for double gang

- 200x100x110mm
- Blind nutserts with mounting layout to match the Clipsal 56/JB2
- 2x25mm + 1x20mm threaded entries
- Fits upto 22kW Isolator

If you also require EMC compliance, these are available with RFI kits:

**6SSFI T999/AU4889 RMF** for single gang

- 100x100x90mm
- Blind nutserts with mounting layout to match the Clipsal 56/JB1
- 1x20mm threaded entry
- 2x25mm EMC glands and insulated RFI bar

**6SSFI T999/AU4890 RMF** for double gang

- 200x100x110mm
- Blind nutserts with mounting layout to match the Clipsal 56/JB2
- 1x20mm threaded entry
- 2x25mm EMC glands

All to food industry standard N#4 finish and with removable mounting feet to make new installations easier

**FREECALL 1800 567 948**  
**EMAIL** salesaus@krausnaimer.com